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A two-component model (TCM) for single-particle pt spectra describes 200 GeV p-p data accu-
rately. Based on that TCM a spectrum hard component was isolated that is related quantitatively
to pQCD predictions for jet fragmentation down to low jet energies (≈ 3 GeV). We here address
jet-related structure in 2D trigger-associated (TA) correlations as a more-detailed method to explore
the kinematic limits of low-energy jet production and low-momentum jet fragment structure in p-p
collisions. We derive a TCM for p-p TA correlations that can be used to isolate 2D jet-related
structure. Inferred minimum-bias (mainly low-energy) jet-related TA correlations may challenge
several major assumptions about jet production in p-p (and A-A) collisions. These results should be
relevant to p-p underlying-event studies and Monte Carlo predictions of multiple parton interactions.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Qk, 13.87.Fh, 25.75.Ag, 25.75.Bh, 25.75.Ld, 25.75.Nq
I. INTRODUCTION
Improved characterization of high-energy p-p collisions
may extend our understanding of QCD, provide a more
accurate reference for heavy ion (A-A) collisions and
support LHC searches for physics beyond the Standard
Model. While a major effort has been devoted to p-pmea-
surements and theoretical analysis some issues remain
unclear, specifically the production and manifestations
of low-energy jets near the kinematic limits of jet frag-
ment production [1, 2]. Given the steeply-falling spec-
trum of scattered partons near mid rapidity, minimum-
bias jets are dominated by (mini)jets near an effective
spectrum lower bound at 3 GeV, those that are least un-
derstood [3]. In this study we employ the systematics of
1D pt spectra from 200 GeV p-p collisions to derive a two-
component model (TCM) for 2D trigger-associated (TA)
correlations. Based on the 2D TCM we propose to ex-
tract jet-related hard components (fragment-pair distri-
butions) from measured TA correlations and determine
the kinematic limits for p-pminimum-bias jet production.
Extraction of isolated jets from e+-e− and e-p collisions
has provided accurate determination of in-vacuum jet
properties for specific jet energies. Nonperturbative frag-
mentation functions (FFs) have been measured down to
small hadron momenta [4–6] and have been parametrized
simply and precisely over a large jet energy range (2 to
200 GeV) [7].
Jet systematics in elementary p-p and composite A-A
collisions are less certain. Event-wise jet reconstruction
in p-p or p-p¯ collisions, emphasizing high-energy jets,
must contend with a nonjet background or underlying
event (UE). Separation of (di)jets from the UE back-
ground is typically accomplished with a jet finder based
on a numerical algorithm [8, 9]. Such algorithms may
introduce biases in the inferred jet energy and other jet
properties, such as the mean fragment number, fragment
momentum distribution and angular distribution.
For A-A collisions trigger-associated “dihadron” 1D
azimuth and 2D angular correlations provide a combina-
toric jet analysis method for the high-density A-A envi-
ronment [10]. High-pt trigger hadrons defined by restric-
tive pt cuts estimate a jet thrust (parton momentum)
axis. Other pt cuts define a class of associated hadrons
based on strong assumptions about jet structure. A com-
binatoric background is then subtracted based on a phys-
ical model designated by the expression “zero yield at
minimum” (ZYAM). Strong biases in inferred jet yields
and angular structure may result from such methods [11].
An alternative approach is based on minimum-bias
(MB) 1D spectrum and 2D two-particle correlation anal-
ysis. No a priori assumptions are imposed on jet
structure, and no special pt cuts are applied (except
an effective low-pt cutoff reflecting a limited detector
pt acceptance). Measured event-averaged jet contribu-
tions to pt spectra and two-particle correlations empha-
size minimum-bias (mainly low-energy) jets. Jet-related
spectrum hard components and symmetrized angular and
pt × pt correlations have been measured for p-p and A-A
collisions over a range of collision systems [2, 3, 7, 12–15].
In the present study we extend the MB program. We
derive a method to isolate the 2D trigger-associated (TA)
correlation structure of minimum-bias jets from p-p col-
lisions by analogy with a two-component subtraction
method developed for 1D pt spectrum analysis [7]. For
the 1D analysis a jet-related hard component or frag-
ment distribution was revealed with quantitative corre-
spondence to pQCD predictions [2]. In the present study
we develop a method to isolate a hard component from
asymmetric (conditional) 2D TA correlations that may
be related quantitatively to fragmentation function (FF)
data from e+-e− collisions and to a predicted pQCD par-
ton spectrum.
This article is arranged as follows: Sec. II summa-
rizes several jet-structure analysis methods. Sec. III re-
views two-component models for hadron yields, spectra
and two-particle correlations. Sec. IV presents a 1D two-
component model for trigger spectra. Sec. V develops a
2D TCM for trigger-associated correlations. Sec. VI illus-
trates how jet-related hard components can be isolated
2from TA data. Sec. VII estimates systematic uncertain-
ties. Secs. VIII and IX present Discussion and Summary.
II. ANALYSIS METHODS
In this section we review analysis methods directed to
separating jet structure from backgrounds in high-energy
nuclear collisions. Jet structure can be inferred by sev-
eral methods: event-wise 2D jet reconstruction [4, 8], iso-
lation of nominal jet-related angular correlations using
model-dependent pt cuts and combinatoric-background
subtraction [10] and identification of MB jet fragment
distributions within correlations and spectra [7, 13–15].
In each case systematic biases may arise from limitations
in the method and unjustified assumptions.
A. Event-wise jet reconstruction
Event-wise jet reconstruction with a jet-finder algo-
rithm is intended to isolate jet fragments from nonjet
hadrons. Because of the complexity of the fluctuating
fragmentation cascade jet isolation on (η, φ) is biased at
some level. If the jet (parton) energy is the object of
measurement systematic bias may be reduced to a rela-
tively low level, since most of the parton energy is carried
by a few higher-momentum fragments located near the
jet thrust axis (parton momentum). If the number and
properties of low-momentum fragments (the majority)
are the object systematic biases may be relatively large,
since those hadrons may emerge farther in angle from the
thrust axis and be excluded by a jet finder [1].
Underlying-event studies are complementary to event-
wise jet reconstruction. By assumption UE analysis ad-
dresses the nonjet background—what is not the triggered
dijet [8, 16]. Any low-momentum (and large-angle) jet-
related hadrons excluded from the dijet by a jet-finder
algorithm may be assigned (incorrectly) to the UE. In-
ferred UE multiplicities, angular correlations and pt dis-
tributions could then be misleading [1].
B. Combinatoric dihadron analysis and ZYAM
Jet structure on azimuth inferred from so-called di-
hadron correlation analysis relies on strong assumptions
about background structure and jet fragment distribu-
tions. Background estimates invoke measurements of az-
imuth quadrupole amplitude v2 conventionally associated
with “elliptic flow” [17]. But jet structure can contribute
strongly to v2 as a “nonflow” bias (e.g., them = 2 Fourier
or quadrupole component of a same-side 2D jet peak
narrow on 1D azimuth) [11, 18, 19]. And the assump-
tion of zero correlation amplitude at the minimum is in-
consistent with substantial same-side and away-side peak
overlaps that are expected and observed for such correla-
tions [13, 14]. ZYAM background subtraction can then
result in underestimated and distorted (severely biased)
jet structure [11, 18]. It is further assumed that (a) only
“high-pt” hadrons should be associated with pQCD jets
and (b) any hadrons below 2 GeV/c must emerge from
a thermalized bulk medium in A-A collisions [10, 20].
“Trigger-associated” pt cuts based on such assumptions
can further distort and diminish inferred jet structure.
C. p-p collision charge-multiplicity classes
The charge-multiplicity nch dependence of spectrum
and correlation data from p-p collisions provides essen-
tial information on collision dynamics and particle pro-
duction mechanisms. Distinct correlation components
are observed to scale quite differently with nch, permit-
ting accurate separation of the individual components
without imposing an a priori physical model. Mea-
sured systematic properties of the separate components
can then be related to candidate collision mechanisms.
Charge multiplicity nch or its soft component ns (de-
fined below) is an analog to A-A centrality measures
Npart and Nbin (Glauber parameters). But the rele-
vant p-p “centrality” parameter may be “depth” on nu-
cleon momentum fraction x rather than p-p impact pa-
rameter b [1]. Anticipating future experimental analy-
sis we define seven multiplicity classes (nch bins, cor-
responding to fractions of the p-p total cross section)
over a statistically-significant interval, with bin means
n¯ch/∆η = 1.7, 3.4, 5.5, 7.6, 10, 13.7, 18.7.
D. Single-particle yt spectra
Although transverse momentum pt is directly mea-
sured by particle detectors, transverse rapidity yt ≡
ln[(mt + pt)/mh] (with transverse mass mt =
√
p2t +m
2
h
and mh = mpi as the default for unidentified hadrons)
visualizes important spectrum structure equally well at
smaller and larger yt. In semilog plots on yt the “power-
law” data trend arising from the underlying pQCD par-
ton spectrum appears as a straight line at larger yt.
Analysis of the multiplicity dependence of yt spec-
trum shapes from 200 GeV p-p collisions revealed two
fixed functional forms—later identified as soft and hard
components—scaling approximately as nch and n
2
ch [7].
From subsequent analysis and theory comparisons one
component (soft) was associated with projectile nucleon
fragmentation proportional to soft multiplicity compo-
nent ns, and the other component (hard) was associated
with dijet production proportional to n2s [2]. The combi-
nation defines the two-component model for p-p spectra.
E. Symmetrized two-particle correlations
Symmetrized combinatoric pairs on two-particle mo-
mentum space (~p1, ~p2) can be factorized with minimal
3information loss into pair distributions on 2D trans-
verse rapidity space (yt1, yt2) or yt × yt and on 4D angle
space (η1, φ1, η2, φ2). Minimum-bias correlations (no yt
cuts) have been studied extensively for p-p [13, 14] and
Au-Au [3, 12] collisions. The quantitative connection be-
tween jet-related angular correlations and the yt spec-
trum hard component has been demonstrated in Ref. [21].
If within some angular acceptance (∆η,∆φ) the corre-
lation structure is invariant on pair mean angle (e.g., on
ηΣ = η1 + η2), 4D angular correlations can be projected
by averaging onto difference variables (e.g., η∆ = η1−η2)
without loss of information to form angular autocorrela-
tions [22, 23]. The 2D subspace (η∆, φ∆) then retains
all correlation information and can be visualized. The
azimuth pair acceptance can be separated into same-side
(SS, |φ∆| < π/2) and away-side (AS, |φ∆| > π/2) regions.
Features in angular correlations can be modeled by sim-
ple functional forms including 1D and 2D Gaussians and
sinusoids. Sinusoids cos(mφ∆) on azimuth can be char-
acterized as cylindrical multipoles with pole number 2m,
e.g., dipole, quadrupole and sextupole for m = 1, 2, 3.
Angular correlations on (η∆, φ∆) formed from all com-
binatoric pairs but excluding “self” pairs—particles nu-
merically paired with themselves—are complementary to
correlations on transverse rapidity yt×yt. The pair distri-
bution is symmetrized about the main diagonal on yt×yt.
yt acceptance [1,4.5] corresponding to pt interval [0.15,6]
GeV/c is consistent with typical detector pt acceptance
and data volumes (statistics limitations at larger pt).
Two-particle correlations can be obtained for indi-
vidual charge-pair types: like-sign (LS), unlike-sign
(US), charge-independent (CI = LS + US) and charge-
dependent (CD = LS − US). Intra-jet correlations (same-
side jet cone) are dominated by the US combination.
Inter-jet correlations (back-to-back jet pairs) show no
charge dependence (CD = 0). Bose-Einstein correlations
are observed only for the LS combination. The nonjet
azimuth quadrupole conventionally associated with “el-
liptic flow” shows no significant charge dependence.
F. Conditional trigger-associated correlations
Minimum-bias conditional (asymmetric) TA correla-
tions on (yt,assoc, yt,trig) (with yt,assoc < yt,trig as de-
fined below) are related to, but not equivalent to, sym-
metrized correlations on yt × yt. In either case all non-
trivial combinatoric pairs from all events in a given nch
class appear—no particles are rejected by pt cuts. But
there are quantitative differences in the two structures:
Unsymmetrized TA correlations retain additional corre-
lation information, and the TA hard component is more
directly comparable to pQCD parton spectrum predic-
tions and measured fragmentation functions.
TA correlations are formed as follows: All events in
a given nch class are separated into “trigger” classes
(yt,trig or ytt bins) based on the greatest hadron yt in
each event (trigger particle). The single trigger hadron
for each event is assumed (with some probability) to
be the proxy for a scattered parton. The spectrum for
nch − 1 associated hadrons (some may be jet fragments)
distributed on yt,assoc or yta is accumulated for each event
in the trigger class, with trigger particles excluded (no
self pairs). The resulting 2D TA distribution denoted
by F (yta, ytt, nch) can be factorized (according to Bayes’
theorem) into a trigger spectrum T (ytt, nch) (compara-
ble to a pQCD parton spectrum) and a 2D ensemble of
distributions A(yta : ytt, nch): associated-hadron spectra
conditional on specific trigger ytt values (comparable to
an ensemble of fragmentation functions conditional on
parton energy).
We employ the two-component model of 1D single-
particle pt spectra derived from 200 GeV p-p collisions
to define a TCM for 2D TA correlations. By subtract-
ing a 2D soft-component model from TA data we intend
to isolate a TA hard component that may be compared
quantitatively with pQCD parton spectra and fragmen-
tation function systematics. The method may also be
applied to A-A collisions to study modified parton frag-
mentation to jets in more-central collisions.
III. TWO-COMPONENT MODEL
The two-component (soft+hard) model [24] has been
applied to analyses of p-p [1, 7] and Au-Au [2, 15] colli-
sions. The soft component is attributed to participant-
nucleon dissociation and the hard component to large-
angle-scattered parton fragmentation to jets. The rela-
tion of yt spectrum hard-component structure to pQCD
theory was established in Ref. [2]. It is also possible to
decompose minimum-bias correlation structure accord-
ing to the TCM. Soft and hard correlation components
in more-peripheral Au-Au collisions scale ∝ Npart (par-
ticipant nucleons) and ∝ Nbin (N-N binary collisions)
respectively [3, 25]. Corresponding multiplicity scaling
with soft multiplicity ns for p-p collisions (projectile nu-
cleon fragments ∝ ns, dijet production ∝ n2s) is discussed
in Ref. [1]. Identification of the 1D spectrum and 2D
correlation hard components with jets in p-p and more-
peripheral Au-Au collisions is well supported by data sys-
tematics and comparisons with pQCD [2, 3, 7, 21].
A. Soft and hard event types and multiplicities
p-p collisions can be separated into soft and hard
event types. By definition hard events include at least
one minimum-bias jet within the angular acceptance
(∆η,∆φ). Soft events include no jet structure within
the acceptance. Soft and hard event types should be dis-
tinguished from soft and hard components of spectrum
and correlation structure from individual events or en-
semble averages. Each nch event class with Nevt(nch)
events includes Ns soft and Nh hard events. Soft ns
and hard nh multiplicity components averaged over the
4event ensemble are related by ns + nh = nch. Refer-
ence [7] reported that p-p hard-component multiplicity
nh scales approximately as nh = αn
2
ch, implying a pre-
liminary soft-component definition ns = nch − αn2ch. A
more accurate hard-component trend is nh = αn
2
s with
α ≈ 0.006 (for acceptance ∆η = 1).
The observed mean dijet number nj within acceptance
∆η varies with soft-component multiplicity ns as nj =
0.015∆η (ns/2.5∆η)
2 scaled from non-single-diffractive
(NSD) p-p collisions [7]. Poisson probabilities for soft and
hard events are then Ps(ns) = Ns/Nevt = exp(−nj) and
Ph(ns) = Nh/Nevt = 1−Ps(ns). For soft events n′′s = nch
and for hard events n′s+n
′
h = nch, defining those symbols.
The several nch components then satisfy the following
relations: (i) nch = ns + nh = Psn
′′
s + Ph(n
′
s + n
′
h), (ii)
ns = Psnch + Phn
′
s and nh = Phn
′
h = njn¯ch,j , (iii) n
′
s =
ns− (Ps/Ph)nh = ns−Psn′h ≈ ns−Psn¯ch,j, where n¯ch,j
is the ensemble-mean dijet fragment multiplicity within
∆η. For smaller event multiplicities Ph ≈ nj ∝ n2s.
B. p-p single-particle yt spectra
Distinct soft and hard components of 1D yt spectra
from p-p collisions are observed to have fixed forms on
yt, but their relative amplitudes vary with nch (or ns).
The two-component model of yt spectra ρ(yt, nch) =
ρ0(nch)F0(yt, nch) from p-p collisions conditional on mea-
sured nch integrated within some angular acceptance
(∆η,∆φ) is described by [7]
ρ0(nch)F0(yt, nch) = S(yt, nch) +H(yt, nch) (1)
= ρs(nch)S0(yt) + ρh(nch)H0(yt),
where ρ0 = nch/∆η∆φ is the yt-integral single-particle
(SP) angular density, and ρs = ns/∆η∆φ and ρh =
nh/∆η∆φ are corresponding soft and hard charge angu-
lar densities. The inferred spectrum soft and hard model
components [unit integral S0(yt) and H0(yt) functions,
see App. B] are independent of nch. Soft-component
model S0(yt) is defined as the limiting form of the nor-
malized spectra appearing in Fig. 1 (left) as ns →
0. Hard-component model H0(yt) represents data hard
components H(yt, nch) obtained from spectrum data by
subtracting the soft-component model and is predicted
by measured parton fragmentation functions (from p-p
collisions) folded with a minimum-bias pQCD parton (di-
jet) spectrum integrating to σdijet ≈ 2.5 mb [2].
Figure 1 (left) shows yt spectra for several multiplicity
classes (thin solid curves). Each spectrum is normal-
ized by a corresponding soft multiplicity ns inferred iter-
atively (Sec. III A). The bold dash-dotted curves in the
left panel represent soft component S0(yt). The plotted
spectra are uncorrected for detector inefficiencies. The
yt-averaged inefficiency cancels in the normalization ra-
tio. A yt-dependent inefficiency function deviating from
unity at lower yt and included in the S0 model to relate
corrected and uncorrected spectra is indicated by the ra-
tio of the two dash-dotted curves.
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FIG. 1: Left: Normalized single-particle spectra (thin solid
curves) from seven multiplicity nch classes of 200 GeV p-p
collisions. The dash-dotted curves are inferred soft compo-
nent S0 for uncorrected (lower) and efficiency-corrected (up-
per) spectra. Right: Hard components (thin solid curves)
extracted from spectra in the left panel according to the ver-
tical axis label. The bold solid curve is the jet-related hard-
component model functionH0 with coefficient α = 0.006. The
dash-dotted curve is soft component S0 scaled by ∆η/ns for
the highest multiplicity class (7).
Figure 1 (right) shows the measured hard components
H(yt, nch) (thin solid curves) inferred by subtracting the
soft-component model S0(yt) from each normalized data
spectrum in the left panel and normalized by soft density
ns/∆η with acceptance ∆η = 2. Data for the higher nch
classes coincide with TCM function H0(yt) (bold dashed
curve) within data uncertainties except for the lowest yt
points, but the data for two nch classes fall significantly
below the majority. H(yt) for the first nch bin is reduced
by factor 3 (and the next bin by a smaller factor) from the
principal trend, as noted in Ref. [7]. The observed sys-
tematic deviations are included in the TA TCM defined
below. The dashed curve is αH0(yt). Hard-component
model H0(yt) is a Gaussian with power-law tail as intro-
duced in Ref. [15] and described in App. B. A preliminary
value α = 0.005 ± 0.0015 was reported in Ref. [7]. The
relation of α to dijet production is discussed below. The
TCM for 1D yt spectra reveals minimum-bias jet struc-
ture (hard component) in quantitative agreement with
pQCD predictions [2, 7, 15, 21].
The dash-dotted curve in the right panel is soft com-
ponent S0 scaled according to the y-axis label for the
highest multiplicity class. Direct comparison with the
ensemble of hard components indicates that the TCM
hard component is accurately determined down to yt ≈ 2
by subtraction of model S0, especially for larger nch.
Measured SP spectra integrated over some angular ac-
ceptance can also be decomposed in terms of soft and
hard event types as
dnch
ytdyt
= Ps(nch)Ss(yt, nch) (2)
+ Ph(nch)[Sh(yt, nch) +Hh(yt, nch)]
with corresponding TCM model elements Ss → nchS0,
Sh → n′sS0 and Hh → n′hH0, and with n′h ≈ n¯ch,j for
smaller nch.
5C. p-p minimum-bias dijet production
Equation (1) integrated over some angular acceptance
(∆η,∆φ) becomes
dnch
ytdyt
= nsS0(yt) + nhH0(yt). (3)
The measured data trend in Fig. 1 (right) implies
nh/ns = αns/∆η or
nh
∆η
= 0.006± 0.001
(
ns
∆η
)2
(4)
≡ f(nch)n¯ch,j(∆η),
where the second line represents the jet hypothesis from
Ref. [7] and defines dijet frequency f = dnj/dη (dijet
number per event per unit η) with mean dijet fragment
multiplicity n¯ch,j.
That result can be compared with a pQCD prediction
of the dijet frequency for non-single-diffractive (NSD) p-p
collisions. From the trend in Eq. (4) we have
f(nch) = fNSD
n2s
n2s,NSD
=
fNSD
(ns,NSD/∆η)2
(
ns
∆η
)2
(5)
fNSD =
0.006× 2.52
n¯ch,j(∆η)
≈ 0.015,
with ns/∆η ≈ 2.5 for NSD p-p collisions and n¯ch,j(∆η) ≈
2.5 [6]. The value fNSD ≈ 0.015 inferred from the p-p
spectrum nch dependence is consistent with a pQCD pre-
diction 0.015 based on a parton spectrum cutoff near 3
GeV corresponding to dijet total cross section 2.5 mb [2].
Thus, we obtain from a TCM analysis of 1D yt spectra
the dijet η density f = dnj/dη as a function of ns.
The minimum-bias dijet rate determined directly from
p-p yt spectra can be contrasted with Monte Carlo
parametrizations [26–29]. Dijet production in A-A col-
lisions modeled by hijing (based on the pythia model
of p-p collisions) is determined by an effective p-p dijet
total cross section σdijet ≈ 25 mb [30], ten times the
value inferred from measured yt spectra [2]. hijing pre-
dictions for Au-Au hadron production disagree strongly
with data trends, prompting some to reject the TCM
for heavy ion collisions [31]. Ironically, while the hi-
jing implementation of the TCM overpredicts low-energy
scattered partons it also underpredicts corresponding jet
angular correlations compared to data [3]. The hijing
fragmentation model for low-energy partons appears to
proceed by partons (gluons) → single hadrons, not cor-
related charge-neutral hadron pairs as observed for in-
stance in p-p collisions [13, 14]. In contrast, measured
p-p dijet production is fully consistent with TCM cen-
trality trends for jet-related structure in more-peripheral
Au-Au collisions [3].
D. In-vacuum jet phenomenology
A primary goal of TCM analysis is direct comparison
between measured spectrum and correlation hard com-
ponents and pQCD jet systematics. The main source of
isolated (in-vacuum) jet properties is e-p and e+-e− data
from the HERA and LEP, both dijet fragment multi-
plicities [32] and fragment momentum distributions or
fragmentation functions (FFs) [4, 5]. FF systematics
are conveniently plotted on the space (y, ymax), where
y ≡ ln[(E + p)/mpi] and ymax ≡ ln(Q/mpi) with dijet
energy Q = 2Ejet. Such FF ensembles are conditional
distributions D(y : ymax) on hadron fragment rapidity y
given some value of parton rapidity ymax. Conditional
hard components isolated from TA correlations as in the
present study should be directly comparable.
Figure 2 (left) shows a parametrization of measured
FFs [6] from the lowest observed jet energies (≈ 2 GeV
or ymax ≈ 3.3 from Ref. [33]) to the highest (≈ 100
GeV or ymax ≈ 8 from LEP). The lower bound on y
is determined by p-p¯ FF data [2]. The parametrization
has the simple form D(y : ymax) = 2nch(ymax)β(u; p, q),
where u ≈ y/ymax is a scaled rapidity, β(u; p, q) is the
unit-normal beta distribution, nch(ymax) is determined
by parton energy conservation within a jet, and parame-
ters (p, q) are nearly constant over a large parton energy
interval. That simple parametrization describes all quark
or gluon → unidentified hadron FFs over a large energy
interval to the uncertainty limits of the FF data.
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FIG. 2: Left: Parametrization of the fragmentation-function
(FF) ensemble for unidentified hadrons from light (uds)
quarks or gluons over the parton energy range 2-200 GeV
(ymax ∈ [3.3,8]), from Ref. [6]. Right: The same FF ensemble
folded with a perturbative QCD parton spectrum on ymax as
in Ref. [2]. The z axis is logarithmic in both cases.
Figure 2 (right) shows the e+-e− FF ensemble in the
left panel multiplied by a pQCD parton (power-law) spec-
trum on ymax [2]. The most-probable jet (minijet) energy
is Ejet ≈ 3 GeV (ymax ≈ 3.75) consistent with measured
jet systematics [2, 3, 9]. That distribution is the argu-
ment of a pQCD folding integral (factorization, Bayes’
theorem). Projection onto the vertical axis (integration
over the parton spectrum on ymax) produces a fragment
distribution—a pQCD prediction for the measured TCM
spectrum hard component H(yt) [2]. The hard compo-
6nents of 2D TA correlations may be compared quanti-
tatively with the FF data in Fig. 2. Such comparisons
should establish the kinematic limits for jet manifesta-
tions in high-energy nuclear collisions.
E. Symmetrized two-particle correlations
Correlation structures on (η∆, φ∆) and yt × yt from
200 GeV NSD p-p collisions [13, 14] are consistent with
extrapolation of the centrality systematics of angular
correlations from Au-Au collisions [3]. Both angular
correlations and correlations on transverse rapidity are
described accurately by the TCM (aside from small-
amplitude structures representing Bose-Einstein correla-
tions and gamma conversion to e+-e− pairs).
The soft component of 2D angular correlations is repre-
sented by a narrow 1D Gaussian on η∆. Soft-component
pairs are exclusively the unlike-sign (US) charge com-
bination consistent with projectile-proton dissociation
(mainly to gluons near mid-rapidity), and the r.m.s. peak
width on η∆ is σsoft ≈ 0.5 [13]. The hard-component 2D
peak on yt × yt corresponds approximately (when pro-
jected onto 1D yt) to the 1D SP spectrum hard compo-
nent H0(yt) of Eq. (1). The hard component of 2D angu-
lar correlations (two features) is consistent with expecta-
tions for intra-jet correlations (SS 2D peak, “jet cone”)
and inter-jet correlations (AS 1D peak on azimuth, back-
to-back jets). The volume of the SS 2D peak corresponds
quantitatively to the hard component of the total hadron
yield inferred from yt spectrum data and to pQCD calcu-
lations [21]. Measured p-p angular correlations [13] show
only semiquantitative agreement with the pythia Monte
Carlo [29].
F. Conditional trigger-associated correlations
Single-particle spectrum hard components (jet frag-
ment distributions) are 1D projections of more-complex
extended objects (dijets). We seek to isolate 2D trigger-
associated hard components that reveal further details
of jet structure, especially the analog between TA condi-
tional distributions on space (yta, ytt) inferred from p-p
collisions and parton-fragment conditional distributions
on space (y, ymax) inferred from e
+-e− collisions [2, 6].
The TA pair distribution for given nch class is denoted
by F (yta, ytt, nch). To extract a 2D hard component from
TA data we require a 2D soft-component model. Equa-
tion (1) is a TCM for SP yt spectra from which the 1D
hard component H(yt) was isolated. Deriving a TCM
for the 2D TA distribution is an exercise in compound
probabilities and random sampling from multiple parent
distributions. Trigger and associated particles are ap-
proximately random samples from fixed spectrum com-
ponents S0(yt) and H0(yt) in Eq. (1).
We assume that the soft component of the TA TCM is
factorizable (uncorrelated samples). We further assume,
only for purposes of illustration in this study, that the
2D hard-componentmodel is also factorizable. We expect
that the TA data hard component derived by subtracting
the soft-component model is not factorizable in general.
We factorize the 2D TA distribution for given nch class
according to Bayes’ theorem as
F (yta, ytt) = T (ytt)A(yta : ytt), (6)
where T (ytt) is a trigger spectrum and A(yta : ytt) is an
ensemble of conditional associated-particle spectra given
a trigger at ytt. We first obtain a TCM for the 1D trig-
ger spectrum and then develop the 2D TA TCM as a
Cartesian product.
IV. ONE-DIMENSIONAL TRIGGER SPECTRA
Trigger particles arise from (sample) soft or hard
events, and for hard events arise from either the soft or
hard spectrum component. For a given trigger particle
the remainder of an event with multiplicity nch is con-
strained to nch−1 associated particles. We now combine
information from Refs. [2, 7] on dijet frequency and the
two-component 1D yt spectrum model to derive a 1D
TCM for trigger spectrum T (ytt, nch). The total multi-
plicity in the angular acceptance is nch = ∆η dnch/dη.
For a sequence of independent trials (collision events),
each including nch samples from a fixed parent spectrum
Fx(yt) (x denotes soft s or hard h event type), we sort
events according to the maximum sample value ytt in
each event. Parent distributions are denoted by Fs(ytt) =
S0(ytt) for soft events and Fh(ytt, nch) = p
′
s(nch)S0(ytt)+
p′h(nch)H0(ytt) for hard events, where p
′
x = n
′
x/nch. We
then define the trigger spectrum
T (ytt, nch) ≡ 1
Nevt(nch)
dntrig
yttdytt
(7)
= Ps(nch)Ts0(nch)Gs(ytt, nch)nchFs(ytt)
+Ph(nch)Th0(nch)Gh(ytt, nch)nchFh(ytt, nch)
= Ps(nch)Ts(ytt, nch) + Ph(nch)Th(ytt, nch).
In each term factor Fx(ytt, nch) is the probability of a ytt
sample from the parent spectrum, and factor Gx(ytt, nch)
is the probability of a void (no samples) above the given
ytt. The sum gives the overall density of trigger particles
at ytt from either event type.
The void probability Gx(ytt, nch) is defined as follows:
For events with trigger at ytt no sample should appear
with yt > ytt (void interval). The event-wise spectrum
integral above ytt within acceptance ∆η is
nxΣ(ytt, nch) =
∫ ∞
ytt
dytytnchFx(yt) (8)
separately for unit-normal spectra Fx(yt) from soft or
hard events. The void probability for event type x is
Gx(ytt, nch) = exp[−κnxΣ(ytt, nch)], where O(1) factor κ
7may account for non-Poisson (e.g., jet) correlations. O(1)
coefficients Tx0(nch) are defined such that the product
Tx ≡ Tx0(nch)Gx nchFx is unit normal∫
∞
0
dyttyttTx(ytt, nch) = 1 (9)
(the number of trigger particles from any event is 1).
Small deviations from Tx0 = 1 may arise from incomplete
yt acceptance and particle detection inefficiencies.
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FIG. 3: Two-component models (TCM) of trigger spectra for
four multiplicity classes of 200 GeV p-p collisions generated
by Eq. (7). Trigger spectra for soft events (no jets, dotted),
hard events (at least one jet, dash-dotted) and total (solid).
Figure 3 shows trigger spectra T (ytt, nch) obtained
from Eq. (7) (solid) and the soft and hard components
PsTs (dotted) and PhTh (dash-dotted) vs trigger rapidity
for four multiplicity classes. TCM model parameters for
S0(ytt) and H0(ytt) are those from the spectrum analysis
in Ref. [7] with no changes (see App. B). The spectrum
mode shifts to larger ytt values with increasing nch.
Figure 4 shows trigger fractions Rs, Rh and Rhh vs
trigger rapidity, where Rx = PxTx/T is the ratio of
the corresponding Tx term in Eq. (7) to the full trigger
spectrum T (ytt, nch). The bold dash-dotted curve is Rh
and the bold dotted curve is Rs. For higher-multiplicity
events and above pt ≈ 1 GeV/c (yt ≈ 2.7) trigger parti-
cles represented byRhh (hard components of hard events)
arise mainly from the 1D yt spectrum hard component
associated with jets. Those hadrons are the only proper
parton proxies. Although the fraction of soft triggers
for larger nch still dominates at lower yt the absolute
number of soft triggers is negligible. Ratios Rx and the
corresponding spectra Tx from Eq. (7) play a central role
in the definition of the TCM for 2D TA correlations.
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FIG. 4: TCM trigger spectrum ratios for four multiplicity
classes of 200 GeV p-p collisions. Ratios for soft events (dot-
ted curves), hard events (dash-dotted curves) and hard com-
ponents of hard events (dashed curves). Soft/hard event-type
crossings occur at 6, 2, 1 and 0.75 GeV/c respectively for the
four classes.
V. TRIGGER-ASSOCIATED 2D MODEL
We now combine trigger spectrum elements from
Eq. (7) with conditional distributions based on the TCM
for 1D yt spectra and certain marginal constraints (de-
scribed below and in App. A) to define the 2D TCM
F (yta, ytt, nch) for TA correlations.
A. TCM TA distribution F(yta,ytt)
We assume that for a given trigger the associated par-
ticles are sampled from parent distributions similar to
those for the 1D SP spectrum TCM subject to addi-
tional marginal constraints described below. For multi-
plicity class nch the total number of triggers is Nevt(nch),
the associated-particle number per event is nch − 1, and
the total trigger-associated pair number for the given nch
class (excluding self pairs) is Nevt(nch)(nch − 1).
We assume that the expressions for soft and hard event
types are linearly independent, and event types occur
with probabilities Px(nch) as defined previously. We then
have F (yta, ytt) = PsFs(yta, ytt) + PhFh(yta, ytt). Ac-
cording to Bayes’ theorem the probability of a TA pair
Fx(yta, ytt) can be written as the product of trigger prob-
ability Tx(ytt, nch) and Ax(yta : ytt, nch), the conditional
probability of an associated particle at yta given a trigger
at ytt. Ax(yta : ytt) is based on the Fx(yt) from the 1D
8SP TCM but is set to zero above ytt (void). Combin-
ing the conditional probabilities with the corresponding
trigger-spectrum components we obtain a 2D TCM for
unit-normal F (yta, ytt, nch)
F (yta, ytt, nch) =
1
Nevt(nch)(nch − 1)
d2nch
yttdyttytadyta
(10)
= Ps(nch)Ts(ytt, nch)As(yta : ytt, nch)
+ Ph(nch)Th(ytt, nch)Ah(yta : ytt, nch),
where As(yta : ytt, nch) = S
′′
0 (yta : ytt, nch) for soft
and Ah(yta : ytt, nch) = p
′
s(nch)S
′
0(yta : ytt, nch) +
p′h(nch)H
′
0(yta : ytt, nch) for hard event types. Primes
indicate that the conditional probabilities may deviate
from the corresponding 1D SP spectrum models because
of imposed marginal constraints. Modifications to the
SP spectrum components are represented by O(1) weight
functions Dx(ytt) and Ex(yta) as described in App. A.
Note that for associated samples p′x = n
′
x/(nch − 1).
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FIG. 5: Two-component model for trigger-associated correla-
tions from four multiplicity classes of 200 GeV p-p collisions
generated by Eq. (10).
Figure 5 shows the predicted TCM F (yta, ytt, nch) sim-
ulating measured 2D TA correlations for four p-p multi-
plicity classes. The rapidity interval yt ∈ [1, 4.5] is di-
vided into 25 histogram bins consistent with previous
yt × yt data analysis [13, 14]. The hard components of
measured 2D TA distributions should relate to the jet
systematics of Fig. 2. The soft components of the TCM
defined by Eq. (10) may be used to isolate TA data hard
components for such comparisons. We now consider de-
tails of the conditional distributions Ax(yta : ytt, nch).
B. TCM marginal constraints
The 2D TA distribution F (yta, ytt, nch) must integrate
over yta to the unit-normal trigger spectrum T (ytt, nch)
and over ytt to the unit-normal SP spectrum F (yta, nch)
(minus the trigger spectrum if self pairs are excluded).
Those marginal constraints modulate the conditional dis-
tributions Ax(yta : ytt) in the 2D TA TCM and must be
met separately for soft and hard events. We seek the most
general 2D model functions that satisfy the constraints.
For event-type x a sum over all events (triggers) should
return the 1D parent spectrum Fx(yt), but we exclude
self pairs (triggers) from the 2D TA distribution. Since
the trigger self pairs appear along the main diagonal they
are described on yta by the same function Tx(yta, nch).
The complement is the unit-normal marginal spectrum
of associated particles Ax(yta) defined for given nch by
(nch − 1)Ax(yta) = nchFx(yta)− Tx(yta). (11)
The following must be true for independent sampling
from SP parent distribution Fx(yt) for given nch
Ax(yta) =
∫
∞
yta
dyttyttTx(ytt)Ax(yta : ytt). (12)
Each associated-particle conditional probability should
be unit normal on yta for any ytt∫ ytt
0
dytaytaAx(yta : ytt) = 1, (13)
so that integration of Eq. (12) over yta returns Eq. (9).
Equations (12) and (13) define the required marginal con-
straints on the 2D conditional probability distributions.
Conditional distributions Ax(yta : ytt) can be ob-
tained by an iterative process. We refer to histogram
Ax(yta : ytt) as having rows indexed by yta and columns
indexed by ytt. To form the initial approximation to
Ax(yta : ytt) 1D distribution Fx(yta) from the SP TCM
is set to zero above ytt for each ytt. Equation (13) is
imposed for each ytt to renormalize the corresponding
column. Equation (12) is then imposed for each yta to
renormalize the corresponding row, which may change
the column normalizations. The resulting alteration of
SP model functions Fx is represented by weight functions
Dx and Ex. Iteration converges rapidly and a single pass
provides sufficient accuracy within the kinematic region
on (yta, ytt) relevant to the TA hard component. Further
details are presented in App. A.
Figure 6 illustrates the effects of marginal constraints
on S′′0 (yta : ytt) (left) andH
′
0(yta : ytt) (right). The initial
Ax(yta : ytt) forms follow the SP parent spectra Fx(yt)
on yta and are uniform on ytt subject to the condition
yta < ytt. The constraint of Eq. (13) represented by
Dx(ytt) causes elevated amplitudes at smaller ytt due to
the reduced acceptance on yta. The constraint of Eq. (12)
represented by Ex(yta) might alter amplitudes at larger
yta relative to the SP parents. Any renormalization on
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FIG. 6: Left: Soft-event conditional distribution As(yta :
ytt) = S
′′
0 (yta : ytt) showing the effects of weight factor
Ds(ytt) at smaller ytt as described in App. A. The z axis is
logarithmic. Right: Hard-event hard component conditional
distribution H ′0(yta : ytt, nch) showing the effects of weight
function Dh(ytt) at smaller ytt. The z axis is linear.
yta could then disturb the normalization on ytt requiring
multiple iterations for convergence, but we observe that
such effects are negligible. Systematic uncertainties for
the renormalizations are discussed in Sec. VII.
C. TCM conditional distribution A(yta : ytt)
The full TA distribution can be factorized according to
Bayes’ theorem to define a complementary conditional
distribution. We divide F (yta, ytt, nnch) from Eq. (10)
by trigger spectrum T (ytt, nch) from Eq. (7) to define a
TCM for measured A(yta : ytt, nch). The result is an
ensemble of unit-normal conditional spectra
A(yta : ytt, nch) =
1
(nch − 1)
dnch(yta : ytt, nch)
ytadyta
(14)
= Rs(ytt, nch)As(yta : ytt, nch)
+ Rh(ytt, nch)Ah(yta : ytt, nch).
Figure 7 shows TA histograms from Fig. 5 divided
by trigger spectra from Eq. (7) to obtain TCM TA his-
tograms A(yta : ytt, nch). As noted, the increase in am-
plitude with decreasing ytt for smaller ytt occurs because
each conditional distribution must be unit normal on yta
but extends over a decreasing interval yta ∈ [1, ytt].
VI. ISOLATING THE TA HARD COMPONENT
Conditional ratio A(yta : ytt) obtained directly from
measured TA histograms F divided by measured trigger
spectra T is model independent and should provide the
least-biased route to sought-after jet-related structure.
Isolation of the hard component requires subtraction of
a soft-component model (part of the TA TCM).
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FIG. 7: Two-component model for trigger-associated con-
ditional spectra from four multiplicity classes of 200 GeV
p-p collisions generated by Eq. (14). The jet-related hard-
component contribution at upper right increases with nch.
The z axis is logarithmic.
A. Hard components of A(yta : ytt,nch)
The 2D TA histograms in the previous section can be
constructed from measured particle data. We wish to
isolate a measured TA hard component Hh(yta : ytt, nch)
by subtracting a 2D soft-component reference according
to the method described in Ref. [7]. Solving Eq. (14) for
the hard component of hard events we obtain
H ′h(yta : ytt)/(nch − 1) = [A−RsS′′0 ]/Rh − p′sS′0(15)
where for real data As(yta : ytt) ≡ S′′0 (yta : ytt) and
Ah(yta : ytt) ≡ p′sS′0 + H ′h(yta : ytt)/(nch − 1). The
primes on the Fx recall the effects of marginal constraints
on the TCM (App. A). Subscript h denotes a component
from hard events as in Eq. (2). For this model exercise
we expect the factorization result H ′h(yta : ytt, nch) →
n′hH
′
0(yta : ytt).
Figure 8 confirms that model hard component H ′0(yta :
ytt) is returned by soft-component subtraction applied to
the simulated data in Fig. 7 for each nch class (indicat-
ing minor variation of weight function Dh with nch as in
Fig. 11, upper right). The TA TCM assumes factoriza-
tion for the hard component. For real data we expect to
encounter the primary goal of 2D TA analysis: nontriv-
ial jet-related correlation structure in Hh(yta : ytt, nch)
reflecting low-energy parton fragmentation systematics.
We can compare a limiting case of the 2D TA system
with the 1D SP spectrum analysis. For larger ytt and nch
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FIG. 8: Hard components of trigger-associated conditional
spectra from four multiplicity classes of 200 GeV p-p collisions
in the form H ′h(yta : ytt)/n
′
h derived according to Eq. (15).
The procedure returns the hard component H ′0(yta : ytt) of
the TCM approximately independent of nch as expected. The
z axis is linear.
we expect Rs ≪ Rh ≈ 1 (see Fig. 4) and
H ′h(yta : ytt) ≈ (nch − 1)A(yta : ytt)−n′sS′0(yta : ytt),(16)
equivalent to the SP spectrum problem described in
Sec. III B, with Ps ≪ Ph ≈ 1. For ensemble-averaged
SP spectra we observe Hh(yt, nch) ≈ n′h(nch)H0(yt) with
n′h(nch) ≈ n¯ch,j – factorization of Hh(yt, nch). For mea-
sured TA data, jet-related Hh(yta : ytt, nch) (H
′
h cor-
rected for constraint distortions) may not factorize. The
2D structure should correspond to Fig. 2 and may reveal
further details of minimum-bias jets in p-p collisions.
B. Hard components of F(yta,ytt,nch)
Figure 9 shows the product Th(ytt, nch)H
′
h(yta :
ytt, nch)/n
′
h representing the form of the (factorized) hard
component of TA distributions F (yta, ytt, nch) in Fig. 5.
The distribution mode on ytt moves to larger ytt with
increasing nch. For large multiplicities the mode ap-
proaches 3 GeV (ytt ≈ 3.75), the observed most-probable
parton energy. The mode for lower multiplicities is closer
to yt = 2.7 observed for minimum-bias symmetrized
yt × yt data from 200 GeV p-p collisions [13, 14]. In
this simulation exercise the distributions extend below
yta = 2. We expect systematic uncertainties in inferred
hard components for data to be large below that point.
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FIG. 9: Hard components of minimum-bias trigger-associated
correlations from Fig. 5 for four multiplicity classes of 200
GeV p-p collisions. These distributions were reconstructed
by combining hard components H ′(yta : ytt) from Fig. 8
with model trigger-spectrum hard components Th(ytt) from
Eq. (7). The z axis is logarithmic.
VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The object of proposed trigger-associated correlation
analysis is extraction of a jet-related hard component
that can be compared with measured in-vacuum jet prop-
erties and a predicted pQCD parton spectrum. The ac-
curacy of the inferred TA hard component depends on
possible limitations of the analyzed data and the validity
of both the overall TA two-component description and of
the defined soft-component model function.
A. Validity of the trigger-associated TCM
The predicted TA TCM is based on the measured TCM
for single-particle spectra (S0 and H0 defined in App. B)
which has been verified in comparisons with spectrum
data at the few-percent level [7]. The structure of the
TA model is F = PsTsS
′′
0 +PhTh(p
′
sS
′
0+p
′
hH
′
0). The nch
trends from SP spectra determine soft and hard particle
probabilities p′x with few-percent accuracy. Modifications
to the SP model components denoted by primes are dis-
cussed in App. A and should not contribute significantly
to uncertainties in the inferred TA hard component. The
probabilities Px of soft and hard events depend on the in-
ference of jet frequency f from spectrum data, which in
turn depends on interpretation of the SP spectrum hard
11
component as a jet fragment distribution. That interpre-
tation has been confirmed quantitatively in Ref. [2].
For a given event type the corresponding TA distribu-
tion Fx(yta, ytt) is factorized according to Bayes’ theorem
to a product of trigger spectrum and associated-particle
conditional spectra. Trigger spectra are defined by prod-
uct Tx = GxnchFx reflecting the probability that a given
sample (the trigger) occurs at ytt and that no other sam-
ple occurs above that point (the void). The predicted
T (ytt, nch) can be compared directly with measured trig-
ger spectra as a critical test of the compound-probability
analysis that is the basis for the TA TCM.
B. TA TCM model elements
The TA hard component must be isolated from TA cor-
relation data by subtracting a 2D soft-component model
with contributions from both soft and hard event types.
Elements of the 2D soft component are expressed as TsS
′′
0
(soft events) and Thp
′
sS
′
0 (hard events). We assume that
each element is factorizable (no correlations between trig-
ger and associated particles, both from soft processes).
The TA hard-component model is introduced in this
study only as a place holder to verify the subtraction
procedure – that the hard component included in the
TCM emerges from subtraction with only expected small
distortions due to marginal constraints. The TA hard-
component model is factorized and thus cannot represent
the complex fragmentation conditional systematics that
appear in Fig. 2 and are expected for TA real data. Jet-
related correlations are the main objective of TA analysis.
C. Common-mode uncertainty reduction
By inferring the TA hard component from ratio A =
F/T certain common-mode reductions in systematic bias
may be achieved. Conditional associated-particle spectra
have the form A = RsS
′′
0 +Rh(p
′
sS
′
0+H
′/nch), where F ,
T and A are obtained directly from TA data. We ex-
pect the hard-component structure to be slowly varying
with nch (the jet formation process is approximately in-
dependent of p-p multiplicity). For larger nch and for
ytt > 2.5 (pt > 0.8 GeV/c) Rs ≪ Rh ≈ 1. Uncertainty in
the inferred hard component H ′ then arises only from p′s,
which is accurately known, from the forms of S′′0 and S
′
0
which are determined from measured SP spectrum struc-
ture and from marginal constraints reviewed in App. A.
D. Data hard component inferred by subtraction
Based on results for SP spectrum data as in Fig. 1 we
expect the jet-related hard component to be resolvable
(systematic uncertainties < 10%) only for yt > 2 [7].
Uncertainties contributed by the soft-component model
fall sharply above that point since the model is rapidly
decreasing while the hard component is increasing toward
a maximum near yt = 2.7 (pt = 1 GeV/c). The relevant
kinematic region for the 2D TA hard component is then
defined by both yta and ytt > 2 (pt > 0.5 GeV/c). We
then summarize uncertainties relevant to that region.
The soft-component model is assumed to be factor-
ized (no correlations). Soft-component correlations are
observed in p-p data, but only below yt = 2 [13], and
so should not affect isolation of the TA hard component
within the relevant kinematic region.
The soft-component model is distorted by marginal
constraints (mainly the projection onto ytt represented
by Dx). However, the effect is significant only below
ytt = 2.5 (Fig. 11, upper panels) and can be corrected
to a few percent. Similarly, distortions of the soft com-
ponent on yta should be less than 20% (Fig. 11, lower
panels) for any yta. We also note from the same fig-
ure that any corrections to the inferred hard component
[H ′h(yta : ytt) → Hh(yta : Ytt)] in response to marginal-
constraint distortions would be < 15%, with few-percent
accuracy of corrected data.
The nch dependence of corrected Hh(yta : ytt, nch)
could provide an important check on the overall method.
As noted, the hard component may represent universal
parton fragmentation to low-energy jets which should be
approximately independent of the p-p underlying event.
VIII. DISCUSSION
In this study we have derived a two-component model
of trigger-associated correlations for p-p collisions. Sub-
traction of the model soft components from TA data
should reveal a 2D hard component that may establish
the kinematic limits of jet production in p-p (and possi-
bly A-A) collisions. We discuss the relation between p-p
TA correlations and other aspects of nuclear collisions.
A. Relation to previous MB correlation analysis
Trigger-associated correlation analysis is an extension
of previous measurements of minimum-bias angular and
yt×yt correlations [3, 13, 14] to develop a more complete
description of minimum-bias jets in nuclear collisions.
From correlation studies of p-p collisions we observe that
the soft component of angular correlations is restricted
to yt < 2 (pt < 0.5 GeV/c) and appears only for unlike-
sign (US) charge pairs. Similarly, the jet-related same-
side correlation peak is dominated by US pairs if yt < 4
(pt < 4 GeV/c). Both trends are consistent with lo-
cal charge conservation expected during fragmentation
of low-energy partons (gluons) to hadrons at the end of
any fragmentation cascade. This study establishes the
basic algebraic relations. TA analysis of real data may
address separately the various charge combination LS,
US, CI and CD (Sec. II E) to confirm correspondence of
the TA hard component with parton fragmentation. The
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dependence of TA structure on azimuth relative to the
trigger direction can also be studied to confirm a jet in-
terpretation of certain MB angular correlation structure.
B. pQCD and parton fragmentation functions
We have asserted that the TA hard component may
be compared in some sense to Fig. 2. In Fig. 2 (left) the
normalization for conditional distribution D(y : ymax)
at each ymax is the corresponding dijet multiplicity
2nch,j(ymax) [6], the “associated particle” (fragment)
multiplicity emerging from a pair of (trigger) partons.
TA associated-particle spectra Ah(yta : ytt, nch) from
hard events include soft and hard components. The
normalization is the same associated-particle multiplicity
nch − 1 for all ytt conditions, but the fraction of nch − 1
from the soft component of hard events is unrelated to the
dijet. For larger nch soft component ns should dominate
nch and the nch − 1 constraint on the total associated-
particle spectra may have only a small effect on (bias)
hard component Hh(yta : ytt, nch). Thus, D(y : ymax)
and Hh(yta : ytt, nch) may be directly comparable.
In Fig. 2 (right) the FF ensemble D(y : ymax) is com-
bined with a calculated parton spectrum. The corre-
sponding result for TA correlations is shown in Fig. 9.
It may be possible to relate the hard component Thh of
the hadron trigger spectrum to the pQCD parton spec-
trum and FFs using the compound-probability methods
employed in this study to predict the trigger-hadron spec-
trum, similar to the analysis of Ref. [2]
C. Conventional spectrum and correlation analysis
Nominally jet-related spectrum structure and angular
correlations have been studied extensively in A-A colli-
sions at RHIC in the search for jet modifications in a
dense QCD medium. Conjectured modifications include
high-pt jet suppression (spectra) [34] and low-energy jet
(minijet) thermalization in an opaque medium (ZYAM
analysis of azimuth correlations) [35]. Conventional anal-
ysis invokes restrictive trigger-associated pt cuts based on
questionable assumptions about jet structure, including
the assumption that only “high-pt” hadrons can be asso-
ciated with jets.
By establishing the actual kinematic boundaries for
jet fragment production the proposed TA analysis may
counter some assumptions that support conventional
data analysis. Whereas it is commonly assumed that
hadrons below pt = 2 GeV/c emerge from a thermal-
ized bulk medium the TA hard component may confirm
that a substantial fraction of hadrons in that pt inter-
val are part of a significant jet-correlated contribution.
Imposing restrictive pt cuts in ZYAM analysis then may
exclude most jet fragments from nominal jet analysis [11].
Interpreting spectrum structure in that interval as deter-
mined by bulk medium properties (e.g., radial flow) may
erroneously assign a flow interpretation to jet structure.
D. p-p underlying-event studies
In Refs. [36, 37] measurements of N⊥ (hadron yield
within the azimuth transverse region or TR centered at
π/2 relative to the trigger) vs trigger condition pt,trig and
N⊥(pt) spectra are employed to characterize the UE. The
TR is expected to exclude contributions from the trig-
gered dijet. Extrapolation of the N⊥ spectrum to pt = 0
is interpreted to indicate an excess yield within the TR
relative to that expected for a beam-beam contribution
(projectile dissociation or soft component). Substantial
increases of N⊥ with higher pt,trig values relative to the
minimum-bias or non-single diffractive (NSD) multiplic-
ity are also interpreted to reveal novel contributions to
the UE, including multiple parton interactions (MPI).
Measurements of MB dijet properties [13, 14] indicate
that jet-related SS and AS peaks strongly overlap on az-
imuth, contradicting UE assumptions about exclusion of
the triggered dijet from the TR [1] and assumptions com-
mon to ZYAM analysis about no significant SS and AS
peak overlap [11]. TA analysis applied to limited intervals
on azimuth relative to the trigger (“toward” and “away”
regions as well as the TR defined for UE analysis) may
confirm a substantial triggered dijet contribution to the
TR and the momentum structure of that contribution.
E. QCD Monte Carlos for p-p collisions
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations commonly employed to
describe p-p conditions (e.g., pythia and herwig) invoke
critical physical assumptions, including a fixed projectile-
proton parton distribution function, a scattered-parton
spectrum with assumed lower bound, a parton fragmen-
tation model and the eikonal model for collisions of com-
posite projectiles. One outcome of such MCs is the pre-
diction of MPI as a substantial contribution to the UE
(within the TR). Such predictions may be questioned.
The effective dijet total cross section implied by the
parton spectrum lower bound assumed for a p-p Monte
Carlo may exceed measured MB dijet production in p-p
collisions by a factor 10 or more [30]. But jet-related
correlations predicted by the same Monte Carlo may fall
well below those actually observed in p-p and peripheral
A-A collisions [3], casting doubt on the MC hadronization
model. MPI contributions attributed to N⊥ data from
some UE analysis may actually be part of the triggered
dijet that should be expected based on measured MB
jet properties. Improved understanding of p-p collisions
may result from detailed comparisons of MCs with dijet
rates inferred directly from pt spectra, with measuredMB
angular and yt×yt correlations and with results from TA
analysis as proposed in the present study.
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IX. SUMMARY
We have derived a two-component (soft+hard) model
(TCM) for 2D trigger-associated (TA) correlations from
200 GeV p-p collisions. The model is based on a TCM for
1D single-particle (SP) yt spectra. The elements of the
1D spectrum model are combined as compound proba-
bilities to construct the 2D TA model.
TA correlations are constructed as averages of pair dis-
tributions from single events where the highest pt or yt
(transverse rapidity) particle (trigger) in each event is
combined with all other particles (associates) to form TA
pairs. By subtracting the soft component of the TA TCM
from TA correlation data we extract the TA hard compo-
nent, which should be dominated by jet-related structure.
The projection of the TA TCM onto trigger rapidity
yt,trig is the trigger spectrum T (ytt). A trigger spectrum
can also be formed directly from data and compared with
the TCM prediction. Projection of the TA TCM onto as-
sociated rapidity yt,assoc should return the SP associated
spectrum A(yta) (SP spectrum without trigger particles,
which are excluded as self pairs).
A trigger hadron from a p-p collision acts (with some
probability) as proxy for the leading parton of a jet.
Trigger-associated hadron correlations then include jet
correlations that emulate parton-fragment correlations.
TA conditional hard component Hh(yta : ytt) may be
compared directly with measured fragmentation func-
tions D(y : ymax), where y is the hadron fragment rapid-
ity and ymax is the parton rapidity. Such comparisons
should establish kinematic limits on parton energy and
fragment momentum for jet production in p-p collisions.
TA correlations can also be constructed for restricted
azimuth intervals relative to the trigger momentum. Of
special interest is the transverse region (TR), an azimuth
interval bracketing π/2 relative to the trigger direction.
Underlying event (UE) analysis assumes that a triggered
dijet is confined within jet cones at 0 and π and should
not contribute to the TR. The TA hard component ex-
tracted from the TR may challenge that assumption.
The TA TCM established in this study can be applied
to both p-p and A-A data. The TA hard component may
provide new insights into jet production from nuclear col-
lisions, especially modified jet formation in more-central
A-A collisions. Application to Monte Carlo data may
test basic assumptions invoked by QCD models, includ-
ing the structure of the scattered-parton spectrum and
the frequency of multiple parton interactions (MPI).
This work was supported in part by the Office of Sci-
ence of the U.S. DOE under grant DE-FG03-97ER41020.
Appendix A: Marginal Constraints
According to the two-component model of high-
energy nuclear collisions hadron production arises mainly
from projectile-nucleon dissociation (soft) or large-angle-
scattered parton fragmentation (hard). The TCM for SP
spectra assumes that all final-state hadrons are sampled
from single-particle model spectra for soft or hard events,
and the latter from soft or hard spectrum components.
The TCM 2D TA distribution must project to trigger and
associated 1D marginal spectra that are consistent with
SP spectrum structure. Model construction is based on
Fx(yt, nch), the unit-normal SP spectrum model for event
type x corresponding to spectrum data from multiplicity
class nch. The goal is TCM reference Fx(yta, ytt, nch),
the most general model for trigger-associated correlations
consistent with marginal constraints and a factorization
assumption representing minimal TA correlations.
1. Marginal spectra
Tx(ytt, nch) is the per-event marginal trigger-particle
spectrum integrating to one trigger particle per event.
The total charged-particle number within the angular
acceptance is nch = ∆η dnch/dη. The trigger spec-
trum is derived from the unit-normal SP spectrum
Fx(yt, nch) by Tx(ytt, nch) = Gx(ytt, nch)nchFx(ytt, nch),
whereGx(ytt, nch) is the void probability that no samples
appear above ytt [defined by Eqs. (8) and (9)]. Trigger
particles may appear on the main diagonal on (yta, ytt) as
a self-pair contribution to TA correlations. The trigger
spectrum then has the same form in projections onto yta
and ytt. Self pairs are excluded from the present analysis.
The per-event marginal associated-particle spectrum is
denoted by Ax(yta). The SP spectrum for each nch class
is the sum of trigger and associated spectra
nchFx(yta) = Tx(yta) + (nch − 1)Ax(yta), (A1)
leading to an expression for associated-particle spectra
(nch − 1)Ax(yta) = [1−Gx(yta)]nchFx(yta). (A2)
2. TCM marginal constraints
2D TA correlations can be factorized according to
Bayes’ theorem as Fx(yta, ytt) = Tx(ytt)Ax(yta : ytt).
We seek the most general form for conditional spectra
Ax(yta : ytt) consistent with imposed constraints. The
definition Ax(yta : ytt) = Dx(ytt)Ex(yta)Fx(yta) (for
yta < ytt) assumes SP distributions Fx(yta) as the ini-
tial case. O(1) weight functions Dx(ytt) and Ex(yta)
(with initial values 1) represent the effect of marginal
constraints as described below.
The first constraint is defined by projecting Fx(yta, ytt)
onto ytt to obtain Tx(ytt). Assuming initial values Ex = 1
and canceling common factor Tx(ytt) gives
Dx(ytt)
∫ ytt
0
dytaytaFx(yta) = 1, (A3)
which defines weight function Dx(ytt) ≥ 1. That con-
straint is equivalent to requiring that any event in mul-
tiplicity class nch contains nch − 1 associated particles.
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The second constraint is defined by projecting
Fx(yta, ytt) onto yta to obtain marginal spectrum
Ax(yta), effectively the trigger-weighted average of con-
ditional associated spectra. The uncorrected projection
onto yta is
Ix(yta) = Fx(yta)
∫
∞
yta
dyttyttDx(ytt)Tx(ytt). (A4)
Combining Eqs. (A2) and (A4) in the form Ax = ExIx
givenDx(ytt) from Eq. (A3) then determines weight func-
tions Ex(yta) ≈ 1. The combined weight functions define
the primed associated-particle spectra referred to in the
text as As = S
′′
0 = DsEsS0 and Ah = p
′
sS
′
0 + p
′
hH
′
0 =
DhEh(p
′
sS0 + p
′
hH0) (for yta < ytt).
The marginal constraints simplify for certain limiting
cases. Dx(ytt) is ≫ 1 for ytt small and ≈ 1 for ytt large.
Gx(yt)→ 1 for yt large and 1−Gx(yt)→ 1 for yt small.
For yta large (and therefore ytt large) Eq. (A4) becomes
Ix(yta) ≈ Fx(yta)Dx0
∫ ∞
yta
dyttyttnchFx(ytt) (A5)
≈ − ln[Gx(yta)]Dx0Fx(yta)
where Dx0 ≈ 1 is the limiting value of Dx for large ytt.
The first line follows from Gx ≈ 1, and the second line
follows from nxΣ = − ln(Gx) ≈ 1−Gx defined by Eq. (8).
That result is consistent with Ax(yta) from Eq. (A2) for
yta large. For yta small Eq. (A4) becomes
Ix(yta) ≈ Fx(yta)
∫
∞
yta
dyttyttDx(ytt)Tx(ytt) (A6)
≈ 〈Dx(yta)〉Fx(yta)
also consistent with Eq. (A2) for yta small. For
the following we use simulation data to compare
marginal associated-particle spectra Ax(yta) as defined
by Eq. (A2) with projection integrals Ix(yta) defined by
Eq. (A4), separately for soft and hard events and for four
nch classes.
3. Simulation results
Figure 10 (a), (b) shows marginal associated-particle
spectra Ax(yta, nch) (dashed curves) defined by Eq. (A2)
compared to limiting cases Fx(yta) (for smaller yta, dot-
ted curves) and − ln[Gx(yta)]Fx(yta) (for larger yta, thin
solid curves). Figure 10 (c), (d) shows running integrals
Ix(yta) for four nch classes (dashed curves) defined by
Eq. (A4) compared to the same limiting cases. The low-
est dashed curves are for the lowest nch class. The Fs for
all soft events are the same (by construction), whereas
the Fh for hard events depend on nch. Because all hard
events include at least one jet those events with the
smallest nch have the hardest spectra (uppermost dotted
curves in right panels). It is the fraction of hard events
in any nch class that increases with nch, thus making the
observed ensemble-averaged spectra harder.
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FIG. 10: a), (b): Predicted marginal associated-particle spec-
tra Ax(yta, nch) (dashed curves) as defined by Eq. (A2). Lim-
iting cases are represented by − ln[Gx(yta, nch)]Fx(yta, nch)
(thin solid curves) for larger yta and SP model functions
Fx(yta, nch) (dotted curves) for smaller yta. (c), (d): Running
integrals Ix(yta, nch) (dashed curves) as defined by Eq. (A4).
The limiting cases (thin solid and dotted curves) are the same
as for the upper panels.
Figure 11 (a), (b) shows Dx(ytt) inferred from
Eq. (A3). The limiting values for larger ytt denoted
by Dx0 reflect the effects of integration over incomplete
yt acceptance and possible detector inefficiency (for real
data). The data integration on ytt or yta extends over
[1, 4.5], not [0,∞] and thus excludes a significant fraction
O(10%) of the SP spectrum soft component. Figure 11
(c), (d) shows Ex(yta) inferred from the combination of
Eqs. (A2) and (A4). The deviations from unity are small.
The exceptional curves in the right panels correspond to
the smallest nch class and therefore the hardest spectrum.
Because both Ex factors are close to unity for smaller
yta they would not significantly change the Dx inferred
from Eq. (A3). A single normalization iteration is then
sufficient. Within the interval yta < 2.5 where the soft-
component model is relevant for isolation of a data hard
component Es remains within 10% of unity. The hard-
component weight functions Eh for all but the lowest nch
class do not deviate more than 15% from unity, suggest-
ing that corrections H ′ → H for marginal distortions
may not be required. These results confirm the accuracy
of numerical integration over several decades and reveal
that the TA TCM is self-consistent to about 10%.
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FIG. 11: (a), (b): Weight functions Dx(ytt) defined by
Eq. (A3). The separate curve in the right panel corresponds
to the lowest nch bin. (c), (d): Weight functions Ex(ytt) de-
fined by the vertical axis label and Eqs. (A2) and (A4).
Appendix B: TCM model functions
We summarize the TCM single-particle spectrum
model functions that provide the basis for this 2D trigger-
associated analysis. The soft-component model is a lim-
iting case of measured spectra. The hard-component
model is quantitatively consistent with a pQCD parton
spectrum folded with measured jet fragmentation func-
tions to describe a parton fragment distribution [2].
1. SP spectrum soft and hard model functions
The unit-integral functions for the two-component
model (TCM) of mt or yt spectra used in this analy-
sis are defined in Refs. [7, 15]. For 200 GeV p-p collisions
the soft-component model (Le´vy distribution on mt) is
S0(yt) =
20.6
[1 + (mt −mpi)/nT ]n (B1)
with mt = mpi cosh(yt), n = 12.8 and T = 0.145 GeV.
The Gaussian form of the hard-component model is
H0(yt) = 0.33 exp{−(yt − yt0)2/2σ2yt} (B2)
on yt, with yt0 = 2.67 (pt ≈ 1 GeV/c) and σyt = 0.445.
The coefficients (determined by the unit-integral condi-
tion) depend on the specific model parameters.
2. Constructing a power-law tail
In Ref. [15] hard-component model H0(yt) is general-
ized to a Gaussian with added power-law tail to accom-
modate the underlying parton energy spectrum. The
power-law trend exp(−q yt) appears as a straight line
when ln(H0) is plotted vs ln pt or vs yt ∼ ln(pt). Param-
eter q is the power-law exponent on yt (different from
that on pt). H0(yt) is constructed as a Gaussian func-
tion with power-law tail as follows. For given Gaussian
parameters the Gaussian trend transitions to the power-
law trend (slopes equal) at yt − yt0 = qσ2yt where the
exponent of H0(yt) is q
2σ2yt/2. The exponent function
below that point is (yt− yt0)2/2σ2yt and above that point
is q(yt − yt0) − q2σ2yt/2. The required function H0(yt)
is obtained by exponentiating those functions within the
specified yt intervals. For the TCM parameters used in
this analysis (including q ≈ 5.5) the transition to power-
law tail occurs near yt = 3.75 (see Fig. 1, right).
In Ref. [2] a pQCD-calculated minimum-bias fragment
distribution derived from measured jet fragmentation
functions corresponds well with the Gaussian+tail model
of the spectrum hard component except below 0.5 GeV/c
(yt = 2) where the Gaussian model drops below the
pQCD calculation. Within that same low-pt interval sys-
tematic uncertainties in the inferred spectrum hard com-
ponent and pQCD prediction are relatively large.
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